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Abstract

In this article, I mobilise a Global Production Networks (GPN) approach to study a campaign seeking to impact mining practices by targeting a key consumer market: gold jewellery. In doing so, I make two contributions. The first is empirical: documenting this exploratory campaign and mapping activist strategies and outcomes against the gold production network. The second is theoretical: evaluating whether the GPN toolkit can help explain how the nature of a commodity and its markets impact activist strategies and outcomes. Recasting industries as sites of social struggle, a GPN approach offers a more nuanced understanding of the power permeating markets than more conventional supply chain analyses. The results clarify the challenges activists face when politicising industries by targeting brands, particularly in the extractives sector. But the findings also illuminate opportunities, including the more subtle pathways of activist influence as they: i) gather and disseminate information, ii) place social and environmental issues on the industry agenda, iii) spur industry to create institutions around these issues, iv) insert themselves and their agenda into the production network, and v) form alliances with industry actors pushing for change.
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Introduction

‘It is not a natural disaster. It is a disaster prompted by economic activity, but of a magnitude equivalent to those disasters created by forces of nature.’

These were the words of Izabella Teixeira, Brazil’s Environment Minister, speaking in the wake of what many consider to be Brazil’s worst environmental disaster ever (Australian Associated Press 2015). On 5 November 2015, a wastewater dam at an iron-ore mine in Brazil collapsed. The impacts were catastrophic: 600 people lost their homes, 17 were killed, and two remain missing.

Mining accidents do not always end so tragically. But they remain commonplace in an industry riddled with conflict and questionable practices. Despite posing significant social and ecological risks, mining remains an important source of revenue for rich and poor countries alike. Even though projects face frequent opposition from local communities and transnational activists, governments around the world continue to covet mining investment. As such, mining companies can usually count on strong state support. Additionally, these companies are rarely consumer facing, which reduces their exposure to boycotts and others forms of direct public pressure.

Faced with this insulated industry, activists began targeting the global brands they sell to: high-end, gold jewellers. They hoped this would offer an entry point into the mining industry and, eventually, give them access to the miners themselves. Earthworks, a small Washington-based NGO, joined forces with Oxfam America and launched the No Dirty Gold (NDG) campaign in 2004. The tactics were not new, and the logic was simple enough.
Consumer brands may not be directly responsible for the impacts of their suppliers, but their demand for goods at the very least enables them. Through corporate shaming and boycotts, the goal of activists is to make this link public. In doing so, activists hope these branded buyers will shift their demand away from suppliers who do not meet industry best practices, offering activists added leverage within industries. But would this strategy work with gold?

Even the activists weren’t sure. Most direct targeting campaigns had focused on manufacturing industries, from apparel to footwear to electronics. Others had focused on forestry, fisheries, and agricultural products. But up to this point, activists had never tried targeting the mining industry using these tactics.

With this article, I make two contributions. The first is empirical: documenting this exploratory campaign and mapping activist strategies and outcomes against the global gold production network. The second is theoretical: evaluating what a Global Production Networks (GPN) analysis might contribute to our understanding of industry-activist dynamics and, in particular, the extent to which the characteristics of a commodity and its markets impact activist strategies and outcomes.

The article incorporates interview data collected between 2009 and 2012 as part of a larger project exploring business responses to activist pressure. During this time, I conducted 45 semi-structured interviews with practitioners from both industry and civil society, many of whom had been directly involved in the activist campaign or the industry responses. This material has been supplemented with updated information
from industry websites and databases, campaign literature, continued discussions with industry analysts, and popular media sources where appropriate.

I proceed by offering a brief overview of supply chain activism before proposing how a GPN perspective might inform our understanding of activist strategies and outcomes when targeting extractive industries. I then map out the gold production network and apply the GPN toolkit to the case, drawing out the opportunities and challenges activists have faced when seeking change through branded jewellers. I conclude by evaluating what a GPN approach can teach us about the case, and what this study suggests about the approach itself.

**Supply chain activism**

Previous studies suggest activists can attain political leverage by targeting visible products at the most branded node of the commodity chain, usually the consumer-facing, retail node (Bartley 2003; Newell 2008). These firms rely on their reputation for market success, making them especially susceptible to activist actions that threaten to degrade their brand (Conroy 2007; Baron and Diermeier 2007). Because this is where the action is, scholarly focus has remained predominantly on activist-brand dynamics.

These dynamics have been well documented in the literature on social movements (Tarrow 2005), transnational activism (Keck and Sikkink 1998), and world civic politics (Wapner 1995). Studies have focused on the collaboration and contestation between firms and activists from a variety of angles: how targeted firms are chosen by activists (O’Rourke 2005; Bartley and Child 2014), how firms respond to campaigns
(Sasser et al. 2006; King 2008), and how industry structures impact activist interventions (Schurman 2004; Levy 2008). Less work has been done on how these campaigns actually impact the producers themselves.\textsuperscript{1}

In their work on the global apparel industry, Locke, Amengual and Mangla (2009) suggest that a key assumption in the literature on activism and voluntary compliance mechanisms (e.g. certification) is that the asymmetry in economic power between powerful global brands and their less powerful suppliers is the key mechanism driving industry responses. Activists force brands to change their buying criteria, which incentivises their suppliers to change practices for fear of losing these major buyers.

In his early work on global commodity chains (GCCs), Gereffi (1994) introduced two ideal-types of chain governance structures: ‘producer-driven’ and ‘buyer-driven’. Producer-driven chains tend to exemplify the classic Fordist mode of production comprised of large, integrated industrial enterprises. But most activist and scholarly attention has been on buyer-driven chains, which are dominated by large, branded buyers. These firms stick to the highest value, consumption end of the chain while subcontractors make the goods. The assumption has been that targeting these firms yields the most leverage as they wield significant power over their suppliers while their intangible value makes them susceptible to public shaming and boycotts (Locke et al. 2009).

But closer study of ‘most likely’ industries, from footwear and electronics (Gereffi et al. 2005) to apparel (Locke et al. 2009), have shown that these global brands’ economic leverage over their suppliers is not as great as is commonly assumed. If this is the case
with supply chains led by highly branded and powerful consumer goods companies – ideal circumstances for campaigns using direct targeting tactics (Gereffi et al. 2001) – what could these tactics achieve in the mining industry, where some of the world’s largest companies are the producers, selling raw resources to unbranded intermediaries, destined for multiple markets?

GPNs and Activism

When activists target industries directly, they are attempting to achieve two connected goals: (1) to identify and articulate the link between a consumer brand that uses the commodity and the negative practices associated with its production to create consumer pressure on this brand, and; (2) to create supply chain leverage through this brand, incentivising producers to change their practices to meet the new demands of their buyers downstream.

A simplified supply chain account can illuminate the link between the targeted firm and the practices employed by their suppliers, but this link alone does not ensure that activist pressure on the brand translates into pressure on producers. To grasp the power relations running up and down the chain requires a more nuanced understanding of the production network in its entirety.

In theory, a GPN approach should contribute to our understanding of the relationship between the gold production network and the strategies and outcomes of the campaign. Derived from earlier work on GCCs, and evolving alongside more recent work on Global Value Chains (GVCs) (Gereffi et al. 2005; Gereffi and Fernandez-Stark 2011; Mayer et al. 2017), a GPN approach unpacks the complexity of global production,
nuancing our understanding of the power relations between industry actors, as well as between these actors and their would-be regulators. It differs from conventional supply chain perspectives by emphasising the non-linear nature of global production, viewing global industries as socio-political spaces, and moving beyond a focus on manufacturing (Henderson et al. 2002; Coe et al. 2004; Coe 2009).

Beyond supply chains

GPN scholars have long pointed to the non-linear nature of commodity production and consumption, suggesting that commodity chain analysis, as originally conceived, obscures this important nuance through its unidirectional ‘chain’ imagery (Hughes 2000; Henderson et al. 2002). In contrast, a GPN approach recognises that commodities feed into multiple production chains and markets, with chains intersecting one another to form a web of chains (Sturgeon 2000; Dicken et al. 2001; Coe et al. 2008).

Including the site of extraction in the analysis reveals how individual commodities feed into multiple product categories and markets. These multiple products and product markets represent ‘exit options’ for producers, diluting the leverage available to activists through their direct-targeting strategies.

In their work on the agri-food industry, Schurman and Munro (2009) have used the term ‘leakage’ when referring to these diminished dependencies between buyers and their suppliers. Additional products and product markets dilute dependency relations by offering suppliers alternative outlets for their products in markets not influenced by activist pressure.
Beyond economic relations

By emphasising the embeddedness of markets and the multidimensional nature of power, a GPN approach recognises the socio-political dimensions of production and consumption, moving the analysis beyond a focus on purely economic relations and leverage.

By stressing that markets are always embedded in particular socio-political settings, GPN scholars recognise that each of these chains – even those for singular products – might feed into multiple markets, each potentially distinct in their governance structure and power dynamics (Hess and Coe 2006; Hess and Yeung 2006). However, while these markets may be distinct, structures and power relations at one node in the network can influence and be influenced by those at other nodes. Thus, the network as a whole must be the point of analysis (Coe and Yeung 2015).

Power is another key concept in GPN analysis. Production networks are sites of social struggle, involving more than simply economic actors. Collaboration and contestation take place not only between industry actors, but also amongst a broad range of interested actors from civil society and the state (Levy 2008; Coe and Yeung 2015). Relatedly, abandoning a parochial focus on economic relations suggests that power can take many forms and, while more difficult to measure, pathways of influence extend beyond simply economic leverage.

Beyond manufacturing

Recent studies from both a GCC and a GPN perspective show how a shift away from a focus on manufactured products to an analysis of the primary commodities themselves
can further nuance our understanding of the power relations running up and down the chain.

Beginning with the work of GCC scholars, the focus of commodity chain analysis has been extended from its original focus on manufactured products to also consider agricultural commodities (Dolan and Humphrey 2000; Gibbon 2001a, 2001b; Ponte 2002; Talbot 2002). Raynolds (2004) notes that this shift in focus problematises the conventional dichotomy of producer-driven versus buyer-driven chains by expanding the universe of firms that could potentially drive chain coordination. For example, Gibbon (2001a) introduced trader-driven chains, which, he argues, are especially prominent in primary commodity production, while Talbot (2002: 705) builds from this, noting how many commodities demonstrate characteristics of all three types of chains. As Talbot argues, if we are to properly characterise these chains, ‘we need to examine the flows along the entire chain, from the raw material to the final consumer.’

Bridge (2008) has done just that by applying the GPN toolkit to the oil industry and its impact on development opportunities. His findings demonstrate the utility of the GPN approach when extended to the extractive sector. One of the key findings is that the state and civil society seem to play especially significant roles in extractives GPNs, something we will consider when looking at gold (Bridge 2008; see also Coe et al. 2008).

These studies show how a shift away from a focus on manufactured products to an analysis of the primary commodities themselves can nuance our understanding of the power relations running up and down the chain. Similarly, shifting the focus from the
targeted node of the production network and including other stages in production reveals how suppliers are usually involved in the production of multiple products for numerous product markets. This, in turn, reduces producer dependency on any single product or product market; thereby weakening the economic pressure activists are able to bring to bear by targeting a specific consumer market.

**Activism and the gold GPN**

For the activists, gold was only part of the equation. The idea was to pressure the high-end jewellers and get them on-board. They hoped this could provide them with enough leverage to get the miners to the table. The thought was that if they could get a couple of the large, diversified mining companies to come, then they could begin a dialogue about improving practices across the industry, regardless of the specific commodity being mined (NDG campaigner, personal communication, 20 September 2010). It is easy to see why gold jewellers made an enticing target for activists.

While end-use consumers may not always distinguish between producers, they do often distinguish between sellers. Retailers tend to be branded and, therefore, concerned with their public image. This appears to hold true for many jewellers, as this product category includes some of the most recognisable brands in the world, from *Tiffany & Co.* to *Cartier, Rolex, and Bulgari*.

Additionally, the gold in gold jewellery is a highly visible input, as there are few products more visible than adornment. In contrast, the gold employed in the circuits of electronic equipment or dentistry constitutes a much smaller share of the gold market.
– which together account for only about 20 per cent of the end-use, consumer market combined – while being much less visible to consumers.

So the opportunity was there to make the link between commodity extraction and recognisable brands. But could activists turn this link into political leverage? Once again, there appeared to be an opportunity with gold.

Gold jewellery, especially engagement rings, is socially endowed with an emotive element, making the product category exceedingly vulnerable to shaming tactics. Additionally, luxury goods, by definition, are non-essential items and so the consumer markets should be very elastic. Their value to consumers is based on wants, not needs. In the luxury goods market, image is everything. Jewellers rely on people’s perception of their product. Companies need only recall the results of sustained campaigns against fur products and ‘blood diamonds’ to remind themselves of the precarious position of luxury items.

The availability of substitutes for consumers will also impact the leverage activists can muster over brands: the more alternatives for consumers, the more easily they can make a switch. There appear to be a few options for customers of gold jewellery. First, consumers may simply switch to alternative luxury goods, such as furs or cars, products that also convey comparable status in most societies. Second, there are competing jewellery products for gold in the form of other precious metals, platinum for example, which some environmentally conscious consumers have opted for (Johnson 2006). Third, consumers can substitute responsibly sourced gold for ‘dirty gold’, which is
possible if competing companies can guarantee better practices along their supply chains.

So the opportunity for activists was there, and gold jewellers did respond: ‘We wanted to confront issues in a proactive way,’ explained Matthew Runci, president of Jewelers of America (JA), an industry group:

‘We in the luxury goods sector have to work very hard at holding the public’s trust because even though the things we sell are very desirable, they are, after all, not essential commodities for life… So we said, “Listen, before we’ve got fires burning all around us, let’s sit down and try to sort this thing out”’ (quoted in Paterson 2006).

Jewellers responded in three ways. First, most major jewellery brands signed on to the activists’ readymade set of principles. These so-called Golden Rules are general principles to be injected into jewellers’ buying criteria to shift demand toward ‘responsible’ mining. Second, many individual jewellers have drafted internal sourcing strategies, beginning the process of integrating these principles throughout their operations. Third, with the help of JA, jewellers created the Responsible Jewellery Council (RJC).

This industry-led, not-for-profit organisation requires its members to abide by an auditable set of industry best practices covering conflict minerals, human rights, labour standards, environment, health and safety, and risk management (RJC 2016). The RJC has 732 members, though only six of these are miners (RJC 2016). The vast majority
of its membership works in the middle stages of the production process: 57 refiners, 246 diamond traders, 343 manufacturers, 53 retailers, and 13 ‘service industry’ members.3

Overall, the jewellery sector response seems to mirror the response of other manufacturing industries to past campaigns. It is a response based on mitigating brand risk whilst maintaining the operational autonomy of the industry. But the question remains: to what extent has the campaign reached the miners whose practices activists are ultimately trying to change?

Applying the GPN toolkit

By pushing the analysis beyond a focus on manufacturing, beyond linear supply chain analysis, and beyond a singular focus on economic relations between industry actors, a GPN approach should expand our understanding of both the challenges activists face and the opportunities available to them. Challenges include making the link between the targeted node in extractives production networks and the practices at the site of extraction itself, as well as turning this link into economic leverage. But the approach also reveals new opportunities available to activists, in achieving economic leverage, but also through more subtle pathways of influence.

Moving beyond manufacturing shows how the various stages in global gold production and consumption are geographically dispersed and involve numerous intermediaries. Supply of gold comes from all corners of the world. In 2016, China was the largest producer of gold with approximately 14.7 per cent of the global total, compared to 8.7 per cent for Australia, 8.1 per cent from Russia, 6.7 per cent from the US, Canada
producing 5.5 per cent, Peru with 4.8 per cent, and 4.5 per cent for South Africa (US Geological Survey 2017). The geographic dispersion of this precious metal is demonstrated by the fact that every continent is represented here. Together these top seven producers still only account for about 53 per cent of gold production. The remaining production is also fairly evenly distributed around the globe, much more so than other major commodities, such as oil (WGC 2011). And technological innovations are making low-grade deposits increasingly commercially viable, further expanding the opportunities for exploration and development (Dougherty 2013). This wide distribution offers mining companies options when deciding where to invest, which, in turn, reinforces their position relative to state regulators when negotiating terms. It has also led to a proliferation of mining companies and a division of labour amongst them.

Industrial, large-scale mining accounts for approximately 90 per cent of gold production by value and includes some of the largest corporations in the world. In 2016, Toronto’s Barrick Gold was the largest producer with Nevada’s Newmont Mining and Johannesburg-based AngloGold Ashanti placing second and third, respectively (Basov 2017). But these large, mining ‘seniors’ are not the only players in extraction.

Exploration comes with significant risk. This has led to a division of labour between risk accepting ‘juniors’ and the more risk adverse ‘seniors’, the latter of which have come to specialise in the capital intensive stages of mine development. As Dougherty (2013) notes, low entry and exit barriers at the exploration stage of gold mining have facilitated the proliferation of small, mining juniors, leading to intense competition for access to ore bodies and access to capital. Not only are these juniors incentivised to seek out weak institutional environments to lower their costs of production, they are
also largely protected from public scrutiny by their small size and relative anonymity (Ferguson 2006; Bridge 2004). They compete over access to ore bodies, which is provided by states. And they compete over capital, which is provided by both financial institutions and, often, by the larger mining seniors they partner with. These additional actors from the state and financial markets are, therefore, important coordinating actors in the production network, and need to be considered in the analysis.

So going beyond manufacturing and considering the extraction stage of production nuances our understanding of gold production by revealing additional actors and the power relations between them. It also illuminates specific challenges activists face when politicising the gold production network, namely: (1) gold is extremely difficult to trace through the production network, and; (2) gold suppliers sell to numerous markets. Together, this significantly dilutes the leverage activists might hope to gain through global brands. Let’s look at both issues in turn.

Making the link

A GPN perspective takes us beyond the simplified imagery of linear supply chains and, when applied to gold, reveals the true complexity of gold production. This highlights the difficulty in linking gold from specific mine sites to specific jewellery products.

Once the gold concentrate is separated from its environment at the mine, initial processing is usually done onsite or in close proximity to the source. The concentrate is cast into gold doré, a bar of approximately 90 per cent purity. The gold doré moves from the mines to refiners and from the refiners to a metals exchange, bullion bank, bullion dealer, or straight to manufacturers. The chain can be quite simple or very
complex, but usually extremely difficult to trace. Gold used in US jewellery, for example, is not necessarily mined in the US or even refined regionally. It is a truly global production network as gold is valuable enough to be shipped across multiple continents before reaching the end-user.

Even when analytically isolated from other markets for gold, the jewellery supply chain is geographically dispersed and extremely complex. While mining takes place in a fixed territorial location, the creation of a gold ring, for example, is the product of an international affair. Adapting an example from the RJC (Solomon and Nicholls 2010: 6), the gold may be mined by a Canadian company in South Africa, where the ore is then shipped to a refiner in Dubai, after which the gold bullion is sold by a bullion bank to a gold dealer through the Shanghai Gold Exchange, who then ships it to a manufacturer in Thailand, where it is converted to 18-karat, made into a ring in accordance with a standing order, and shipped to a gold retailer in the US.

Although activists attempt to simplify the chain from mine to retail to convey a clear message to their target audience, the reality is that the gold commodity chain is anything but simple. It is greatly complicated by the many above ground sources. Gold is indestructible. This means that gold mined centuries ago still exists in some form above ground, ready to be reintroduced into the production network. The WGC estimates above ground gold stocks to be approximately 168,300 tonnes, with 50 per cent of this total accounted for in jewellery (WGC 2011: 7).

Fluctuations in the price of gold in financial markets can also have an effect on the flow of gold through the production network. For example, the high price of gold from
growing investment demand that accompanies economic downturns, along with the negative impact these downturns have on consumer spending, can lead to a slump in fabrication demand and a surge in the ‘scrap’ supply. This was indeed the case in the wake of the most recent financial crisis when the scrap supply reached about 42 per cent of the total gold supply in 2010, which means the supply chain is far from a linear (Hewitt et al. 2015; Olden 2010).

The gold commodity chain is also extremely opaque. Not only is gold valuable enough to be shipped across multiple borders during its perpetual life-cycle – being continuously refined, stored, alloyed, manufactured, bought and sold – information on these different stages and, especially, transport between them is very difficult to come by as it constitutes a severe security threat, not unlike shipping large amounts of cash (WGC representative, personal communication, 18 July 2012). This means that any information activists could gain would be an achievement, and at least partially explains why they needed industry to take the lead in developing the emerging initiatives.

The role of gold as a financial instrument further complicates the production network. As Jennifer Clapp (2014) has found in her research on the agri-food industry, financialisation adds an extra layer of complexity to production networks, which can stymy activist attempts to make links between industry actors and the impacts of their business decisions. Financial interventions in production networks exacerbate distancing by increasing the number and types of actors involved and delinking production and consumption decisions from the physical commodity itself through the
trade in derivatives (Clapp 2014). Activists engaged in direct targeting campaigns are trying to overcome the negative implications of distancing by rearticulating these very links, and the financialisation of production networks is making this task that much more difficult.

By far the largest Over-The-Counter (OTC) market for gold is the London bullion market, overseen by the London Bullion Market Association (LBMA), which is itself loosely overseen by the Bank of England. This is where central banks, miners, refiners, fabricators and other major players trade gold wholesale between one another. In contrast to trading through an exchange – which offers much more transparency, regulatory oversight and lower risk – OTC markets involve direct trading between two principles. This offers ‘confidentiality’ to buyers and sellers, a selling point that features prominently on the LBMA website (LBMA 2014). This limits the possibility of ever making connections between the principle actors driving supply and demand of gold in financial markets.

The seemingly endless search for new derivatives in the financial sector has driven the proliferation of instruments linked to gold and further complicated the chain of custody. Investors buy and sell gold via Exchange Traded Funds (ETF), futures and options, warrants, gold accounts, Gold Accumulation Plans (GAP), gold certificates, mining stocks, gold oriented funds, and so on. The point here, is that all of this makes gold exceedingly difficult for activists to track through the production network.

*Leveraging the link*
Even when links to branded jewellers are established, the complexity of the gold commodity chain reduces pressure activists are able to bring to bear on the mining companies themselves. This is because the market power of jewellers, and the potential political leverage available to activists that this represents, is limited by the existence of multiple markets, many embedded in distinct social contexts. While activists stress that 80 per cent of end-use consumer demand comes from the gold jewellery industry (NDG n.d.), this figure leaves out demand for gold as an investment asset.  

In addition to making gold difficult to trace, financial markets can also shift the relative market power and, therefore, coordinating roles of the various actors impacting transactions. In terms of activist-industry dynamics, when there is significant demand for commodities from financial markets, it further dilutes the market power activists can muster by targeting end-use consumer markets alone. 

If we include demand for gold as a financial asset in its various forms, then jewellery has accounted for closer to half of the worldwide demand for gold (WGC 2017). So while jewellery remains the single most significant driver, and by far the most significant end-use product category, getting jewellers onside does not automatically translate into changing practices at the mine site. Gold’s status as a safe financial asset can be expected to prop up its value, regardless of image and end-use consumer preference. 

Even considered in isolation, the characteristics of the global market for gold jewellery should temper our expectations for the market leverage available to activists. While estimates vary, the market for branded gold jewellery is only a fraction of the overall
market for gold jewellery, almost certainly less than a third (Olden 2010) and possibly as little as 15 per cent (Industry analyst, personal communication, 2 March 2017). The US market alone is composed of about 28,000 specialty stores. Although the top 50 chains account for almost half of US sales (Hoovers 2011), the thousands of small, independently operated designers or retailers have not been directly targeted by the NDG campaign and tend to be less active in the politics of gold.

Even more significantly, the US is not the only gold jewellery market. Jewellery retail markets exist around the world, each one embedded in distinct socio-economic and institutional settings. This reveals further potential for leakage. Activists have almost exclusively focused on the US jewellery market. But, while the US is the largest developed country market for jewellery, it is not the largest market for gold. In 2014, the two biggest markets for gold were India (842.7 tonnes) and China (813.6 tonnes). The US market then comes in at a distant third (179.2 tonnes). And the gap between the US and the two largest markets is growing. The combined demand from India and China has increased 71 per cent in the last decade (WGC 2015), with China’s demand for gold having more than doubled in just a few years (WGC 2012c; Statista 2015). The trend in the global demand for jewellery looks similar. Of the 2041.6 tonnes of gold destined for the jewellery sector in 2016, India demanded 514.0 tonnes, China accounted for 629.0 tonnes, and the US ordered a significantly smaller 132.4 tonnes (WGC 2017). Thus, the combined demand of India and China, accounting for well over half the demand globally, severely limits the market power of US jewellers vis-à-vis their global suppliers.\textsuperscript{8}
In these large Asian markets, activists may not even be able to garner the very limited leverage through brands that they have realised in the US market. While the cultural significance of gold is high in all corners of the world, it is particularly so in India, where weddings account for about 50 per cent of gold demand (WGC 2017). This huge market has not yet seen significant penetration by the big brands that the campaign has focused on, and so dilutes rather than reinforces campaign leverage (Industry analyst, personal communication, 3 March 2017). Similar challenges face campaigners in China. The Chinese market for jewellery is less based on emotive marketing and more closely linked to investment. Jewellery prices reflect weight and purity with much smaller mark-ups for design and branding (WGC representative, personal communication, 18 July 2012). As such, this is another potential safety valve for suppliers, further reducing campaign leverage.

Overall, when we consider the large and growing demand for gold in financial markets, the rising demand for jewellery in Asia, and the fact that activist pressure has focused almost exclusively on the US market, we must temper our estimation of the market leverage available to activists. Even if activists can convince a critical mass of gold jewellery consumers in their targeted markets to purchase gold based on its provenance, gold miners and traders enjoy plenty of exit options in the form of alternative buyers. In other words, it seems you can always sell gold.

**Lessons from GPN analysis**

Despite these challenges, close analysis of the gold production network reveals some potential for activist shame campaigns to economically impact irresponsible mining
companies, while also illuminating some more subtle pathways of influence that activists have gained through their campaign targeting jewellers.

While mining juniors are relatively immune from any direct threat leveraged through consumer markets, they are susceptible to pressure that impacts their access to land and their access to capital. They require land in order to access the ore bodies themselves, and they need capital to facilitate this access and fund the preliminary stages of mine development before they are able to sell their stake to the larger miners. Access to land is largely determined by states, while access to capital is provided through a combination of state financial incentives, private financial institutions, and larger mining companies. Dougherty (2013), in his detailed study of the gold mining industry, reports that Canada, for example, provides a financial regulatory framework that ensures mining juniors easy access to cheap capital.\textsuperscript{9} He also notes that many of these junior miners – although they are largely immune to civil society pressure – often partner with larger mining companies that will provide capital for the initial exploration before they take over at the mine development stage of production.

In theory, activists could exploit these links for leverage. States, branded financial institutions, and even the larger mining companies should be susceptible to similar direct targeting tactics that activists have used against retailers. Activists have succeeded in shaming governments for their lax environmental regulation before, for example, in Canadian forests (Pralle 2006). Likewise, campaigns have spurred policy change in large commercial and investment banks using similar public shaming tactics (Bloomfield 2014). And, during my interviews, representatives from large mining companies made it clear that they valued their reputation, which they felt secured their
own access to land and capital, while potentially giving them an upper hand over competitors when bidding for projects (Rio Tinto representative, personal communication, 7 August 2011). So the precedent is there, and a GPN analysis helps to clarify these links and potential sources of leverage.

Beyond these additional opportunities to achieve economic leverage, paying attention to the socio-political elements of GPNs illuminates some easily overlooked campaign achievements. Although applying the GPN toolkit to the gold case does not reveal a direct connection between activist tactics and changes in mining practices, it does facilitate a deeper understanding of some of the subtler, but still substantial gains made.

Activists knew that gold would be different than markets targeted by activists in the past. With campaigns focused on apparel, footwear, and even agricultural products, the goal of these campaigns was to impact sales by threatening the big, branded buyers of the products. But they knew gold would be different:

‘Gold is going to be sold into the market no matter what the jewellery customer does. As long as there is an investment asset, there is always going to be a market for gold. And there will be for jewellery too. Eventually, you have to get to the mining company (NDG campaigner, personal communication, 21 November 2011).

But even in the more promising industries, empirical study has shown that the threat of economic sanctions in the form of cancelled orders with branded buyers rarely drives change along supply chains. As Locke et al. (2009: 321) have found in the apparel
industry, what drives behavioural change in global supply chains appears to be less
direct economic incentives and more a process of socialisation. The market leverage
that activists gain through targeting global brands is much too limited to force suppliers
to comply with specific directives. What activists do gain from the successful
deployment of this strategy are much more subtle incentives for companies to engage
‘in a process of root-cause analysis, joint problem-solving, information sharing, and the
diffusion of best practices’ (Locke et al. 2009). This is a less direct and enforceable,
but potentially still productive, route to improving practices within the industry.

So, given these sobering reflections, what have the NDG activists achieved? A fair
amount, as it turns out. They have i) gathered information, ii) placed these issues on the
industry’s agenda, iii) spurred industry to build institutions around these issues, and
even iv) inserted themselves – the activists – into the gold production network. And,
perhaps most significantly of all, they have v) formed alliances with industry actors and
created an enabling environment in which proactive people have driven incremental
change from within. Let us look a little closer at each achievement in turn.

Activists have gathered important information about what has traditionally been an
extremely opaque industry. Through their ability to link organisations to particular
practices within the production network, activists construct the industry as a political
field. David Levy compares GPNs to the concept of ‘organisational field’, which, as
organisations perceive themselves to be connected to common issues. They are not
objective, predetermined structures, but processes of social construction and meaning
creation, wherein social order is negotiated.’ Thus, gathering and disseminating
information about these connections becomes an important step in the (re)construction and politicisation of GPNs.

The next stage is the creation of institutions through which this information is examined and issues are discussed. Over the course of 18 months, the activists had launched this new initiative, organised a series of meetings, set the agenda and, with the high-end jewellers onside, convinced the mining companies to come:

‘And, boom, we’re sitting there in this big forum, and clearly we were the ones setting the tone. We set the agenda. And they were responding to us. And then, six months later, there is the RJC’ (NDG campaigner, personal communication, 21 November 2011).

The activists stayed engaged with the RJC as it developed. They wanted to see what these business actors would come up with, hoping that industry could figure out a supply chain mechanism that the activists could then fit their standards into (NDG campaigner, personal communication, 21 November 2011). While the RJC remains contentious amongst activists (Henley 2013), it has recently ratcheted-up its standards by introducing an optional chain-of-custody certification from refiner to retailer, has added consultative seats on its Board to civil society actors, and has become certified by the International Social and Environmental Accreditation and Labelling (ISEAL) Alliance, which certifies certifications (ISEAL 2014; RJC 2012). Indeed, the RJC has been diligent in engaging with activists and other stakeholders, including demonstrating how the RJC standards track closely to those advocated by the activists in the Golden Rules.10
In a significant step forward, the recently added Chain-of-Custody (CoC) certification allows members who choose this option to make provenance claims about the materials they use. As of 2016, there were 418 certified members: five mining companies, 168 refiners, 34 diamond traders, 162 manufacturers, 39 retailers, and 10 service industry members (RJC 2016). So what does this mean in terms of industry practices?

Gold is eligible to be certified if it is ‘conflict-free’ and mined by a CoC entity, recycled, or ‘grandfathered in’ (having existed in its current form prior to 2012). For a company to be certified, it needs to keep its certified gold separate from its uncertified gold until its buyer takes delivery. So the segregation, auditing, and labelling are new practices. As are the establishment of certain practices as best practices. And, importantly, the certification extends the chain-of-custody all the way to the mine sites. But so far the actual impact on mining practices appears to be limited.

The main limiting factor is that mining companies can be certified without all of their operations being certified. For example, Rio Tinto, one of the founding members of the RJC, has CoC certified its gold and diamonds destined for the jewellery supply chain. The catch is that all the certification actually covers, as far as gold goes, is the company’s Kennecott Utah Copper mine in the US, which was already Rio Tinto’s flagship mine. This mine already used the highest standards, in a highly regulated environment, with onsite, cyanide-free refining facilities. In the world of mines, this is a good one. But this then is a case of the RJC certifying practices already in existence, and not evidence of significantly changing mining practices on the ground.
Note that the RJC does not actually promise changes in mining practices. To date, they have neither made this claim, nor seemingly aspire to this goal. What RJC does do is provide a way for companies buying gold to manage their exposure to risk and reinforce their brand by ensuring their gold is not coming from problematic sites. Through this system, the goal is to enhance consumer confidence in the industry while creating incentives for RJC members to recruit new members within their supply chains, constructing and consolidating this ‘virtuous’ chain of custody (Industry analyst, personal communication, 3 March 2017).

Speaking about the RJC and similar institutions created in the wake of the NDG campaign, one activist notes that with gold, there is a ‘secondary game’ going on. This game is about access to ore bodies, access to capital, and maintaining a social license to operate:

‘RJC matters, but, to me, it matters only as much as it helps me get to those three variables. There is a secondary game going on here, underneath it all. And that’s where I think, interestingly, that there is a lot of progress being made’ (NDG, personal communication, 21 November 2011).

So the activists aren’t necessarily driving the creation of these institutions, nor are these institutions expected to resolve all of the issues associated with mining. But what the activists have achieved is that they have placed these issues on the agenda of actors working along the gold production network and, when these actors acknowledge the issues, a kind of ‘responsibilisation’ occurs. In other words, activists are not simply changing economic incentives in production networks, but are also shifting
understandings of appropriate practices, and ideas about managerial roles and responsibilities shift with them.\textsuperscript{11}

Activists have also inserted themselves into the gold production network, giving themselves a platform to push the agenda forward. While firms will continue to resist ceding operational autonomy to the activists, they do appear to be increasingly willing to engage with them. For example, activists point out that representatives from mining companies attended the initial meetings, and the companies they represented became founding members of what eventually developed into the RJC. Mining companies have also been engaged in the dialogues aimed at creating a certification for mining sites themselves, called the Initiative for Responsible Mining Assurance (IRMA), which is slowly inching closer to becoming a reality. So it is not only the jewellery retailers participating, but the mining companies have also seen it in their interest to engage in the programme the activists have created.

And, perhaps the most important achievement of activists has been gaining allies in the industry and strengthening the voices of those actors working along the production network who are pushing for change. The activists have strengthened the voice of people within companies who are now working with them to drive the agenda forward.\textsuperscript{12} According to one of the organisers of the NDG campaign, the gold industry has made significant progress. This progress cannot be directly attributed to campaign pressure, but the campaign has helped create an enabling environment for NGOs and industry, including miners, to work toward resolving some of these issues.
‘It has created the atmosphere within which this stuff takes place. It’s not because anybody has seen sales of gold in the marketplace impacted, which was the premise, if you look at the organising premise around other market campaigns… that was the premise: market share. And if you look at the market share issue in gold and minerals, I don’t see it. There is a different game going on’ (NDG, personal communication, 21 November 2011).

Despite the challenges in gaining any sort of economic leverage over miners, the campaign still appears to have had an impact on the production network. It is stigmatising certain practices and introducing new norms for best practice into the industry. These norms are being incorporated into industry-wide benchmarks by institutions like the RJC, which further diffuse these standards through educating and auditing its industry membership. While companies are acting individually to address these issues, more profound change requires collective action; forums like the RJC create space in which conversations between industry actors, and between industry actors and activists, can take place (Industry analyst, personal communication, 3 March 2017).

While it is important to recognise these achievements, we must remain sober in our evaluation of them. The structural barriers that limit activist interventions remain. While activists have inserted themselves and their concerns into the gold production network, thereby politicising the market and spurring companies to react, industry actors have thus far done so on their own terms. The responses have been limited to those that can be justified within the market context; responses backed by a ‘business case’. But what constitutes a business case shifts with changing market realities and,
importantly, interpretations of them. As such, applying normative pressure and injecting new legitimacy concerns into the GPN can have a tangible impact on actual existing practices moving forward.

**Conclusion**

A GPN approach is different than conventional supply chain analysis. GPNs are not simply linear flows of goods through various stages of production. They are arenas of social struggle (Levy 2008). And not just between economic actors directly engaged in processing commodities, such as miners, refiners, manufacturers, bullion banks, and jewellers. GPNs include the actors that finance production and consumption at every stage of processing. They include the state as regulator and, in the case of most extractive industries, as primary resource holder, consumer, and financier (Bridge 2008). They include industry groups that organise business interests (e.g. JA, WGC), the institutions that govern practices (e.g. RJC) and, once an industry is politicised, even the activists themselves.

The GPN toolkit does not offer us clear criteria by which to judge the effectiveness of campaigns targeting extractive industries, nor does it offer us a clear idea about whether this campaign should be considered a success or a failure. What a GPN analysis does offer is a much clearer picture of the structural impediments to activist influence through economic leverage alone, and a nuanced picture of the ways in which activists are imposing new norms and legitimacy concerns into the GPN. Certain practices are being stigmatised, which is, admittedly, only a first step toward changing practices on the ground. But existing studies have shown how standards can diffuse across GPNs,
and so there is potential to build off the modest gains of the NDG campaign, as well as the work of the RJC.

This has been a first step toward extending the GPN approach to understand activist-industry dynamics within extractives production networks. While some of the findings are unique to gold, the study suggests that applying this framework to other industries and activist campaigns should unearth similarly useful results.

A GPN approach reveals how the nature of a commodity and its markets impact the power relations between the various actors working within the network. These power relations, in turn, are reflected in the institutions that channel production and consumption decisions. And, together, power relations and institutions help shape the environmental, social, and economic outcomes of the industrial process.

Importantly, a GPN approach highlights how the relations between the various actors working within a production network are not simply ‘market-based’, and not solely economic in nature. There are both material and discursive dimensions to power and production. In comparison, evaluating activist opportunities for impact using traditional supply chain logic risks missing the politics, and missing the full potential of activist direct-targeting campaigns.

**Notes**

1 Though see Schurman and Monroe 2009 for an important exception.

2 [http://nodirtygold.earthworksaction.org/retailers/golden_rules#.WH3HHPMnZOs](http://nodirtygold.earthworksaction.org/retailers/golden_rules#.WH3HHPMnZOs)

3 This category includes industry groups.
4 Not including Antarctica, where there is a moratorium on mining in place.

5 The remaining 10 per cent is accounted for by artisanal, small-scale mining (ASM).

6 The remaining 10 per cent is made up of other metals, usually copper or silver.

7 It is important to recognise that NDG activists are very clear about their figure not including the investment market, none-the-less the claim still serves to inflate expectations for the leverage available through the buying power of jewellers and, ultimately, consumers.

8 This number was as high as 68 per cent only a year earlier (WGC 2015). Though these numbers fluctuate quarterly, the general trends outlined in this article remain consistent.

9 Dougherty (2013: 350) details how this is accomplished by offering tax incentives and lenient corporate governance standards, including lax regulations for reporting on environmental and social performance.

10 This is evident in the mapping and comparing across the NDG Golden Rules and RJC standards, undertaken by the RJC in response to requests made by stakeholders (RJC 2010).

11 The approach and impact are reminiscent of what John Ruggie, architect of the UN’s voluntary principles for global corporations, the Global Compact, has described as a ‘learning network approach’ (Ruggie 2002). The campaign has led to a series of meetings and the creation of institutions in which consensus is being formed around environmental and social concepts, such as what ‘responsible mining’ actually entails. This, Ruggie contends, is an important stage in the governance process, a necessary precursor to viable codes of conduct and, potentially, the advent of legally binding rules (2002: 32).

10 For a detailed analysis of patterns and variation amongst US jewelers to the NDG campaign see Bloomfield 2017.
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